
MOLDABLE PELLETS
When heated, moldable plastic pellets take on a waxy 

consistency that can be shaped into countless 
designs—like snowflakes, icicles and more!

Tips: Heated pellets will be hot and sticky, so keep fingertips and shaping tools wet while 
molding. Reheat pellets (with heat gun) as needed during molding process.

Heat pellets following package instructions 
(pellets turn clear when heated and return to 
white when cool).
Press snowflake die-cut into surface of
heated pellets.

Let pellets cool somewhat, allowing them to 
become solid but still soft enough to cut (taffy-like 
consistency is ideal). Cut around die-cut with craft 
knife. Remove die-cut and sand edges.
When snowflake is completely cool, paint and 
embellish as desired.
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Snow Shoe Template Guide 
• For a full size template,

cut out all pieces.

Align arrow ends and tape
template together.

• Size fits youth 8-10 years old.

• Scale to desired size.
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Trim based on the
shape of the shoe
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*Snowflake made
from moldable pellets
and diecut.
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Snow Shoe Template A 
See Snow Shoe Template Guide for instructions.
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Snow Shoe Template B
See Snow Shoe Template Guide for instructions.
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To connect our pixie wings, 
we sandwiched twisted wire between 
the layers of each wing. This method 
(unlike using elastic straps) gives the 

wings bounce and movement. 

Instead of threading 
the ribbon through 
holes or slits in the 
foam leaves, thread 
them through foam 
tabs. This method 
ensures the leaves 

won’t rip or tear when 
the ribbon is tied.

We connected the visor to the helmet with long 
fasteners (find them in Scrapbook & Paper Crafts). 

The brads become hinges, allowing the visor 
to easily pivot up and down.

Use braided elastic 
to create stretchy, 

comfortable shoulder 
straps. Just knot the 
elastic into loops and 

feed it through a 
slit in the foam 
(see template).

Adding hook-and-loop straps to the sides of the 
armor makes it adjustable! Reinforce the straps 

with foam tabs (see strapping technique).

ADDITIONAL TIPS:

Simply bend the wire into a 
U-shaped back brace and 
slide it into the back of a 

shirt or costume.
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FROZEN OVER
Is your foam project feeling too simple? 

Jazz it up with detailed embellishments—like our 
snowflake designs—made out of moldable plastic 

pellets. Just glue them in place and voila!
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